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ABSTRACT

Quality of higher education is often assumed to be linked to the size of the faculty. Therefore, this study

tested the hypothesis whether Bachelor’s theses in ecology at a large, old research university would

have more connection to theory than those at a small, young university college. The results revealed no

significant difference between the universities. One potential explanation for these results is that theory

is more likely to depend on the individual supervisor who may demand a clear connection to theory in

Bachelor’s theses. However, in the group of theses categorized as without a clear connection to theory,

there were significant differences between the two universities regarding whether students were

testing/developing a method or performing a case study. At the large, well-equipped research

university, Bachelor’s theses were significantly more likely to be based on developing/testing methods,

while those at the university college more often comprised inexpensive case studies. Further studies

including more universities of contrasting sizes, across countries and disciplines, are required to test

the general validity of the findings.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of having a connection between research and undergraduate education is often

emphasized in Sweden, and the proportion of teaching staff with a PhD and the number of teaching

faculty with research included in their duties are considered to be important factors for enabling the

connection between research and undergraduate education.1 In Sweden, student independent projects

(theses) formed the core of Swedish quality assurance of Bachelor’s and Master’s programs during

2011–2014.2 Taking this perspective into account, it could be argued that large research universities

can be predicted to provide higher quality education for students than university colleges, which by

tradition have a limited number of research resources in terms of research-active faculty, postdoctoral

research, PhD students, and funding. Assuming that traditional research universities commonly have a

larger number of active researchers among faculty members and more funding for research, this could

facilitate opportunities for students to meet a larger number of researchers who are up-to-date with the

latest developments in research, and this in turn could help the students to receive a better quality

education. University size is often considered as a measure of quality, with large universities being

assumed to be of higher quality than small universities or university colleges. Merging universities has

therefore been proposed to solve a number of problems associated with higher education.3 In fact,

university mergers have often been found to have positive effects by upgrading existing and

developing new education programs,4 creating stronger academic programs, and enhancing student

choice5 and the academic portfolio.6 Although mergers do not always bring the expected

administrative gains,6 a study on 30 mergers in the UK has found that they are successful overall in the

majority of cases.7 This has resulted in putting pressure on many countries worldwide to merge

universities and/or university colleges to create fewer, larger units.8–14 For example, in Sweden, in

2012–2014, the government cut funding to universities, but promised extra funding if they voluntarily

merged with other university colleges or larger universities to create greater units. However, there is not

always a clear connection between size and quality, e.g., earlier studies comparing research output

between small and large university departments have found no relationship between the size of the

department and research productivity in scientific publishing.15,16 Furthermore, in the USA, there are

excellent small colleges such as Amherst, Dartmouth, Middlebury, and Williams,17 which are among the

most highly sought-after higher education institutes in the country. It has also been reported that the

meaning of quality in education has different answers depending on educational ideology.18 The

socio-economic background of the student may also be of importance. Similar to other countries,19

students in Sweden who have parents with advanced educational qualifications (having completed at

least three years of tertiary education) are over-represented in higher education, and students whose

parents have no advanced educational qualifications are under-represented.20 Socio-economic

background also influences their choice of studies: students whose parents have advanced

educational qualifications are more likely to choose longer programs and high status institutions,

whereas students whose parents have no advanced educational qualifications are more likely to

choose shorter programs and lower status institutions.19,20 Students’ academic backgrounds have also

been shown to be a predictor of their performance21 and the likelihood of them continuing their studies

to obtain a Master’s degree20. However, this is not always the case. A study at the State University of

Campinas in Brazil (a high status research university) has found that students from a disadvantaged

environment, in socio-economic and educational terms, performed relatively better than those with a

higher socio-economic and educational background.22 The health and well-being of students has also

been shown to be associated with their academic performance,23 and health is often associated with

socio-economic background.24

On the basis of previous work on connection to theory in the ecological literature,25 this study tested

the hypothesis whether Bachelor’s theses produced in the oldest research university in Sweden would

show a higher connection to theory than theses produced in a small, young university college with a

smaller number of staff actively involved in research. The reason for examining this issue is that theses

(student independent projects) provided most of the material for the quality assurance on Swedish

undergraduate programs conducted by the Swedish Higher Education Authority during 2011–2014.2

Connection to theory was included in that quality assurance work. Thus, although Bachelor’s theses

can be assumed to have less focus on theory than Master’s or PhD theses, they can be expected to

have theory connection. One major difference is the time allocated for independent work; thus,

Bachelor’s theses cannot be expected to have the same level of depth as Master’s or PhD theses, but

are likely to have some evidence of theory connection. A search was made on the Uppsala University
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Library database to review the abstracts of peer-reviewed journal articles related to this topic; however,

the search received zero hits and there were no studies available on the connection to theory in

student theses at universities and/or university colleges. Thus, to the best of the author’s knowledge,

the present study is the first to compare the connection to theory in student theses produced within

biology degree programs with an ecological/evolutionary focus at large and small universities. The

universities chosen for the comparison were Uppsala University, the oldest and one of the largest

universities in Sweden (founded in 1477, with about 6,800 staff), and Gotland University, one of the

smallest and youngest university colleges (founded in 1998, with about 220 staff; merged with Uppsala

University in 2013). Therefore, this study tested the specific hypothesis whether Bachelor’s theses in

biology (with focus on ecology/evolution) at Uppsala University would have a significantly higher

connection to theory than Bachelor’s theses in ecology at Gotland University.

METHODS

This study used the method described in previous work on connection to theory in the ecological

literature,25 but did not include literature reviews. This is because review studies are not accepted as

Bachelor’s theses at Gotland University, which require independent work by students (in terms of

experiments or studying living organisms). Based on the study by Scheiner,25 much care was taken

when categorizing a dissertation as “having a clear connection to theory”. However, if there was no

mention of any theory, or hypotheses testing a theory, in the introduction to a dissertation, it was

included in a group categorized as “without a clear connection to theory”. To get comparable theses

from Uppsala University, “Degree project C” was chosen, which included independent work similar to

the theses at Gotland University. The theses from Uppsala University were downloaded from the

website of the Biology Education Centre (IBG), the organization responsible for undergraduate

education in biology, biotechnology, bioinformatics, and environmental biology within the Biology

Department at Uppsala University.26 All theses were obtained from the Director of Studies in Biology at

Gotland University. A total of 97 theses were checked, of which 54 were from Uppsala University

(2009–2014) and 43 from Gotland University (2003–2014; including theses in the ecology program at

Gotland University after the merger with Uppsala University in 2013).

First, the studies were divided into two major groups: 1) without a clear connection to theory in the

introduction and 2) with a clear connection to theory in the introduction. Then, they were grouped into

method studies or case studies (theses without a clear connection to theory), and theory-motivated or

testing theory studies (theses with a clear connection to theory).25 The Mann–Whitney U test was used

to compare the differences between the universities, using SPSS version 21 for Macintosh.27

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bachelor’s theses with a clear connection to ecological theory

At Gotland University, 60% of the Bachelor’s theses had a clear connection to theory (i.e., either theory-

motivated or testing theory), whereas at Uppsala University, the corresponding estimate was 54%

(Figure 1, Table 1). However, this difference between the universities was not statistically significant

(p . 0.25), and thus no support was found for the hypothesis whether Bachelor’s theses in ecology at

a research university with a much larger number of faculty and more number of research resources

would have a higher connection to theory than those at a small university college with a limited

number of faculty and research resources. Furthermore, there was no significant difference between the

two universities with regard to theory-motivated studies (p . 0.25) or testing theory studies (p . 0.5;

Figure 1, Table 1). The results indicated that, there was no connection between the size of the university

department (and the number of staff actively involved in research) and an explicit connection to

theory in Bachelor’s theses, as found previously for research productivity in terms of scientific

publications.15,16 The results also indicated that the students’ socio-economic background, albeit not

taken into account in this study, may not have influenced their ability to connect to theory. Uppsala

University is an “elite university” in Sweden, qualifying among the top 100 universities in worldwide

rankings. Gotland University, on the other hand, was among the lowest ranked universities in Sweden.

These universities recruit students from different categories, with Uppsala University having stricter

admission rules and recruiting students with higher qualifications than Gotland University. Thus, it was

somewhat surprising that this did not influence the theory connection in Bachelor’s theses. However, to

study the potential impact of students’ socio-economic background, relevant questions/methods
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would need to be included in the study design from the outset. One potential reason for these results is

that the connection to theory depends on the individual supervisor who may demand a clear

connection to theory in Bachelor’s theses. To verify this, it becomes necessary to interview all the

supervisors. The results could also be affected by the way the published theses were categorized on

the basis of whether they had a “clear connection to theory”. However, based on previous work on

connection to theory in the ecological literature,25 much care was taken to include in that category all

studies that mentioned any theory in the introduction. Furthermore, as the author was the only person

grouping the theses from both universities with respect to their connection to theory, any potential bias
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Figure 1. Connection to theory in Bachelor’s theses in the ecology program produced at Gotland University (Hgo)

and in the biology program (with focus on ecology/evolution) produced at Uppsala University (UU): a) connection

to theory, b) method studies (without a clear connection to theory), and c) case studies (without a clear

connection to theory). Values are represented as means and 95% CI (n ¼ 54 (UU) and n ¼ 43 (Hgo)).

Table 1. Connection to theory in Bachelor’s theses in the ecology programme at Gotland University
(Hgo) and the biology programme (with focus on ecology) at Uppsala University (UU).

University
Methods

(%)
Case study

(%)
No theory

(%)
Theory-motivated

(%)
Testing theory

(%)
Theory
(%)

Hgo
Mean 02 37 40 33 28 60
N 43 43 43 43 43 43
Std. Deviation 0.152 0.489 0.495 0.474 0.454 0.495

UU
Mean 30 19 48 26 26 52
N 54 54 54 54 54 54
Std. Deviation 0.461 0.392 0.504 0.442 0.442 0.504

Total
Mean 18 27 44 29 27 56
N 97 97 97 97 97 97
Std. Deviation 0.382 0.445 0.499 0.455 0.445 0.499
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in subjective grouping can be expected to be similar for the two universities. Some theses were

collected after the merger (1 July 2013); however, there was no change in faculty or curriculum with

respect to the ongoing ecology program at Campus Gotland (the new name for Gotland University after

the merger). Thus, it is unlikely that the merger had any major impact on the theses produced in

autumn 2013 or spring 2014. However, the ecology program at Campus Gotland ceased to accept new

first-year students for autumn 2013, as part of phasing out of the program.

Bachelor’s theses with no connection to theory: Methods and case studies

In the group of theses with no clear connection to theory, there were significant differences between

the two universities regarding whether the theses involved testing/developing a method or performing

a case study in the field. Bachelor’s theses at Uppsala University comprised a significantly

(p ¼ 0.0001) higher proportion of method studies, while theses at Gotland University were

significantly (p ¼ 0.040) more likely to comprise field-based case studies (Figure 1, Table 1). These

results reflect the different focus on the Bachelor’s programs at the two universities: Uppsala University

concentrates more on molecular biology and Gotland University more on “green ecology”. These

differences in focus seem to have a clear impact on the choice of Bachelor’s dissertation. This raises

the question of whether traditional research universities and smaller regional universities are starting

to diverge on students’ qualifications when they graduate. Universities often market the uniqueness of

their undergraduate programs when trying to attract students; however, in the past, the core curriculum

for a particular mainstream course (e.g., ecology) has only differed slightly between universities. On the

other hand, the results from the present study indicated that there might be a difference evolving in the

choice of students’ final theses. This calls for future studies that compare theses from larger numbers of

traditional research universities and regional universities. Furthermore, at Uppsala University, the

majority of Bachelor’s theses in biology are literature review studies that do not involve any field or

laboratory work; thus, the majority of students do not get any experience of conducting an individual

research project that involves experiments or collection of data on living organisms. While the students

are exposed to minor research activities during their studies, this experience cannot be compared to

conducting a more focused project that is evaluated as a “final dissertation”. The reason for not

demanding individual theses that involve experiments or collection of data on living organism is to

streamline the education and make it more “efficient”. It can be difficult to find faculty to supervise

practical dissertation projects when involving large numbers of students, while literature studies

require less supervision than field or laboratory work. As the dissertation is normally an important

document, this may have implications for evaluating the skills developed within Bachelor’s programs

in ecology.

Potential impact of merging universities on future Bachelor’s theses

Due to the merger of the two universities in 2013, Gotland University has closed its Bachelor’s program

in ecology. On the other hand, the results indicated that the merger of the two universities will most

likely not cause any significant difference in the connection to theory in Bachelor’s theses for future

students; however, it may indirectly cause a decline in the number of field-based case studies and the

number of theses that involve independent research (in terms of experiments or studying living

organisms). Uppsala University has launched a new Bachelor’s program in environmental science at

Campus Gotland. In the future, it would be interesting to see whether theses without an apparent

connection to theory in this program have a similar focus as those in the previous ecology program

(mostly field-based case studies), or whether they adopt the same focus as theses in the

ecology/evolution program (mostly method studies) at Uppsala University. This would give an

indication of how the larger Uppsala University has influenced the work of Gotland University after the

merger in 2013.

Questions for the future

While improving the quality of education is a commonly stated goal in university mergers, education

usually receives little attention, with vague goals for implementation and administration receiving

much more attention.28 The results in the present study raise several questions regarding the kind of

education we are developing for the future, and how the present trend of merging universities and/or

university colleges in many countries may have an impact on education. Are the findings general in
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terms of differences between traditional research universities and smaller university colleges? More

studies are clearly needed to investigate this issue, as this study cannot provide definitive answers. The

results also raise the question of what are the driving forces behind the differences observed: is it the

increasing focus on using molecular tools in ecological research that causes some of the differences, is

it the indirect effect of funding agencies mainly funding research universities, or is it dependent on the

individual supervisor? External funding patterns could help explain the difference between field-based

case studies and laboratory-based method studies present in the two universities, as the vast majority

of external funding often goes to a small number of research universities.29 It could be expected that

more research funding translates into a greater connection to theory in undergraduate theses, as

high-quality research proposals often make connections to the latest developments in theory.

However, this does not always seem to be the case: the distribution of research funding may have an

indirect impact, as active faculty researchers at university colleges with less number of resources

typically have to conduct inexpensive research, which may in turn reflect the choice of topic for

Bachelor’s theses (i.e., field-based case studies). Another issue of concern is whether we want

graduating students to have a proven record of conducting independent research (in terms of

experiments and/or studying living organisms), or whether literature review studies can be seen as a

sufficient proof of skills acquired during Bachelor’s studies in biology or other science subjects.

CONCLUSIONS

The present analysis of whether Bachelor’s theses in ecology produced in a large, old research

university would have higher connections to theory than theses produced in a small, young university

college revealed no differences between the two universities. Therefore, the hypothesis whether the

quality of higher education (measured as connection to theory in Bachelor’s theses) is linked to the

size of the faculty or department does not hold true. One potential explanation is that theory is more

likely to depend on the individual supervisor who may demand a clear connection to theory in theses.

In the group of theses categorized as “having no clear connection to theory”, there were significant

differences observed between the two universities regarding whether the theses focused on

testing/developing a method or performing a field-based case study. The Bachelor’s theses from the

large research university were significantly more likely to focus on developing/testing methods, while

those from the university college were significantly more likely to focus on field-based case studies.

However, further studies including more universities of contrasting sizes, across countries and

disciplines, are obviously needed to test the general validity of the findings.
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